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One common problem in ownership of cars made decades ago is the materials used in the wiring harness, 
namely the wire types and insulators used for fuses, lights and connections. Many times, over the course of 
multiple owners, radios, power ports, non-OEM parts were added. The biggest mistake and fire risk is the use 
of wires and holders not intended for the automotive temperature and chemical environment. Fuse holders and 
wires intended for home and automotive audio and electronics are typically not suitable for automotive 
applications.  With older Triumphs having system designs with few fuses, the circuits are often shared across 
many functions of the electrical system. One fault can make for an inoperable car.  

When replacing full or partial wiring connections in your Triumph be aware of low-cost aluminum wire with a 
thin copper coating. Aluminum is only 60% as conductive as copper, so you'd have to use a much larger gauge 
to carry the same load. Often the wire is wire labeled as one gauge thicker than it actually is, or has stiff/brittle 
insulation, or is constructed with fewer strands. Look for required labeling of: made to SAE J1128 
specifications. This is also true of replacement wiring harnesses if you are considering a winter project refresh 
to stop your nasty habit of roadside swearing.  The primary LBC part suppliers know this subject well so most 
harness products are correct, but there are individuals selling one off designs and product that should mandate 
a few questions before parting with money.    

• “GPT” or “Primary” Wire   This is the most common wire you find at auto stores. As its name 
implies, it is a good general purpose automotive wire. It features a multi stranded core and flexible 
insulation making it ideal for pulling through tight spaces. It is usually rated to 80ºC (176ºF). Although 
some is also rated to 105ºC (221ºF). It is resistant to oil, chemicals and acids. Work lab electronics 
wire generally is not rated for the chemical standards of automotive use, fine for a F-18 not for your 
TR! 

• “1015” “Hook-Up” or “Motor” Wire   The biggest difference between GPT and Motor wire is that 
motor wire features finer strands of wire. This allows it to handle higher voltages. Motor wire is rated 
at 600 Volts with a temperature rating of 105ºC (221ºF). It is resistant to grease, oil, acids, water, 
solvents, fungus. Although most commonly used as internal wiring in appliances and HVAC 
equipment, motor wire is finding increasing use in automotive applications. 

• SXL Wire   SXL Wire features a cross linked polyethylene jacket that can withstand higher heat, 
abrasion, and aging better than GPT wire. It is often the preferred choice in higher stress applications 
like race or industrial use vehicles. If you are looking for extra durability, this is a good choice. GXL 
and TXL wire feature the same type of insulation but thinner walls to make it easier to pull through 
tight spaces. 

• Speaker Wire   Speaker wire is a paired stranded wire intended for audio applications. As the name 
implies it is meant to carry the 'sound' from a stereo receiver to the speakers. It is intended for low 
voltage use and should never be used to wire anything but audio in your Triumph! Speakers can run in 
'reverse' (out of phase) but they will sound terrible - so it is important that the + and - terminals be 
connected correctly. 

• Battery Cable   Battery cable is typically used to connect the battery to the car’s electrical system 
(typically at the starter) and ground. It is larger gauge, heavier wire. Battery cables are most 
susceptible to corrosion, and can often be corroded inside the cable where it can’t be seen. If you are 
having starting issues, check your battery cables carefully. A really low-cost fix is to replace both 
positive and ground low gauge cables and the connection points cleaned and inspected. 



• Trailer Wire   Trailer wire is typically GPT or Primary wire that is colored and configured for 
common trailer applications. Most trailers use a common coloring system that uses Green, Yellow, 
Brown, and White for the various lighting functions. One very common issue is the use of trailer wire 
for wiring harness applications.  Many times, the quality of trailer wire is not good and is of the 
incorrect gauge and insulation type. 

Some current common wiring insulator types you should consider:  

• Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) is a synthetic, thermoplastic material made by polymerizing vinyl and 
chloride. PVC automotive wire is typically found in under-hood or cabin applications. It has insulation 
that is highly durable and resistant to oil, grease, and acids, making it ideal for automotive, truck, 
trailer, marine, construction, and many other automotive electrical connections. 

 
• Polytetrafluoroethylene has better electrical properties than PVC. It also has a higher temperature 

range and chemical resistance.  
 
In the picture below of the back of a TR3 dash panel pulled from a car illustrating after market add ins in the 
left center side of the photo.  The two add on fuse holders have wire that is two gauges smaller than OEM and 
has house black electrical tape holding the fuse holder together.  Home electrical tape melts in the engine bay 
environment and makes for a gooey mess if not a loose live wire. 

 



 
 

The two pictures offer the TR3 owner a 
handy reference for wire color, layout, 
connections when restoring a TR3, One 
common mistake is not using the correct 
size or gauge wire that matches the return 
circuit.  Remembering HS physics: V=I*R, if 
you place a different size wire one side of a 
circuit, consider that V – voltage is constant 
and load current I is constant. The wire size 
difference changes the wire resistance load 
across the entire circuit.  Many times, not 
noticed, but the one element in the 
equation that changes is I – current 
resulting in more heat in the wire and 
insulation. Long term result is both wire and 
insulation failure. 



 

 

 


